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- Rwanda
  (C) UN DPKO Rivero relayed the information that the RPF has agreed to a 48-hour truce, beginning 4/13 a.m., to allow for the evacuation of foreigners. After the truce is over, the foreign evacuation forces will have another 12 hours to leave, when the RPF intends to resume attack. (USUN 1533)

- (C) The Belgian evacuation is proceeding well, with only about 80 civilians— not all of them Belgians—left to evacuate. French forces are departing although 50 troops will remain until the end of the evacuation. The Rwandan government forces are in disarray, and the RPF is moving south to surround the city. (telcon TF1/Belgian Embassy)

- (U) The ICRC reported that its expat personnel are able to move around Kigali to distribute food and collect the wounded. ICRC has opened a new 200-bed medical facility in Kigali. A medical convoy with supplies and two surgical teams is near the city. (Geneva 3490)

- (U) UN DPKO Iqbal informed USUN that Human Rights activist Monique Mujamawariya has been evacuated to Brussels. (USUN 1531)
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